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Zero Carbon objectives in
Grade 12

Carbon neutrality in Sweden
From all around the world, Sweden is one of the most advanced countries especially when
it comes to greenhouse gases emissions. Here are some of their actions to fight against global
warming.
To begin with, it is worth mentioning the fact that the government established a 120€ tax
per tons a CO2 released. It concerns both private individuals as well as companies. Indeed, that is a
good way to raise awareness on the issues which are tearing the world apart. Moreover, Sweden is
also truly efficient in decarbonizing its transports : a budget of 8 billion Euros has been invested.
They are looking forward to developing an entire electric transports’ network from buses to
trucks.
Last but not the least, renewable energies are at the heart of the concerns. In fact, 56.4% of
their used energies already come from renewable sources. But they wish to reach 100% of green
energies by 2040. For example, Sweden signed a contract with the firm « Uniper Engineering et
Fortum eNext » to optimize the hydroelectricity and hydrogen's technology.
To put it in a nutshell, Sweden has already proved its ability to restrain their CO2
emissions. , they can still improve their anti-global warming policy through investments or
innovations.
PENNEL Chloé, VANDENBROUCK Clara, MABILLE Léna & CHALTON Cléo.

Scotland : Towards Carbon Neutrality

Climate change has been a prominent subject of debate and discussion in our society since the 90’s and research has found it primordial to
act and fight against it. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has created multiple scenarios to show us the different
consequences of our carbon emissions, if the latter evolved positively or negatively. Multiple agreements have been elaborated to fight
against climate change, the latest being the Paris Agreements in 2015, which 195 countries signed including Scotland.
The Paris Agreements
The Paris Agreements’ long-term temperature goal is to
keep the rise of temperature under 2°C above the preindustrial era’s temperature and preferably, to limit the
increase in temperature under 1,5°C. Carbon emissions are
to be reduced as soon and as much as possible, to try and
achieve carbon neutrality by the second half of the XXth
century. That would be possible if our carbon emissions are
cut to 55% by 2050. Most of the countries that signed the
agreements have decided to put reaching net zero by 2050
as their principal goal.

Scotland’s Goals
While most countries have decided to try and get to netzero by 2050 and aren’t even sure if they will be able to
achieve it, Scotland has been more ambitious: its wish is to
reach carbon neutrality by 2045

Scotland’s plan of action
To achieve the level of net-zero, Scotland has decided to reduce their
emissions of carbon dioxide gradually: the country elaborated annual
targets, expressed as percentage reductions from the 1990 baseline. For
example, in 2020, the target to achieve was a 56% reductions of
Greenhous Gaz emissions compared to 1990 and in 2030, it will be a
reduction of 75%. In 2019, the goal was 56% of reduction. However,
Scotland was only able to get to 51,5% making it the third year the country
was unable to meet its goals.
To counteract against that and to continue lowering their carbon footprint,
Scotland has quite a few transformational commitments such as heat
decarbonization in which the government will invest £1,6 billion during this
Parliament or tree planting – as the country has committed to plant 18 000
hectares of new woodland each year by 2024.
Each year, a report is elaborated to see if the target was met and to
determines how the budget should change or be used, to ensure that
Scotland goes towards carbon neutrality in the best possible conditions.
Written by Chloé Q.T., Sophie C. and Eva S.R., T3

Zero Carbon in Norway
Since a few decades from now, we have all been informed on climate change, especially due to Co2

emissions and greenhouse effect. It has been one of the most important problems we have to face to
protect our planet, but even with many international meetings, alerts from environmentalist and
civilian protests, it seems like not many actions are actually taken.
However, few countries are standing out: let’s focus on Norway’s recent actions against Co2
emissions. In 2015, an average Norwegian citizen emitted 8.77t of Co2 and comparatively to the
European Union (6.90t), this number is enormous. In order to remedy to this problem, the
government took two major measures that could have a real impact on Norway’s emissions.
First of all, accounting from 2020, since 2020, oil heating is prohibited, whether it is for public or
private use since hydrocarbon-related emissions represent 34% of all. Heating have since then been
based on more ecological sources, like hydro fuels. Indeed, all of Norway’s domestic
consumptions is based on them.
Secondly, biofuels based on palm oils have been forbidden to public sales, as the culture of palm
trees are the cause of massive deforestation and thus contributes to greenhouse effect. Norway is
the first country to ever do so.
To put it in a nutshell, Norway is actually trying to reduce its Co2 emissions, and can be set as an
example to follow for other countries.
By Thirion Alice, Chitorog Daniel and Benassis Nicola-Henri

Carbon free Germany
One of the first countries that committed to the energy transition is Germany.
As a matter of fact , it had begun in 2013 : the German’s government decided to massively invest in
renewable energy such as solar panel ,wind turbines, and so on. They are looking forward to reaching a
reduction of carbon emission to 40 % in 2020.
Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks due to the early conversion to green energies. For
instance, since the solar energy are dependent on the weather we can deduce that they will need to
complete the energy with feed with the use of petroleum so as to run out pf energy.
Finally, let us add that in spite of the ecological aspect of these means of production, the
construction of photovoltaic panels requires many rare metals. However, the extraction of these metals
leads to a massive release of CO2 which questions this mode of energy production

By Rousseau Côme and Laval Loris

The A.I. in trial: challenging the
limits of humanity
Monday, April, 11th , 2022

Grade 11 physics & chemistry

From the 4th to the 11th of April 2022, three cases
exploded in the national courts of artificial intelligence.
Indeed, A.I. grows into more and more intelligent, less
and less artificial, thus arising new ethical-social
challenges. What is the limit between the human and its
creation ? Is it so tight that the creator might get destroyed
by his creation ? So terrifying, yet some kind of a poetic
idea, judges were asked to decide who was guilty. Between
evolutions and danger, we might start to weave an answer.
-NGUYEN Matthias
The philanthropic robot
In this case the big city of Milwaukee and the company
Robocivic are suspected of having ordered the theft of a
large quantity of vaccine belonging to the towns of
Northwoods and Hayward. These doses were stolen by a
robot designed by the Robocivic company. Consequently,
the company and the city of Milwaukee are accomplices in
this affair, ad they acted against the penal code to save the
habitants of Milwaukee instead of the habitants of the 2
other villages. Were present the mayors of the 3 cities, one
of the programmers and the constructor of the robot. The
sentence given by the judges declares that the city of
Milwaukee guilty and condemns everyone who has been
involved in this theft to the death penalty. The company
will have to compensate the villages by paying them each
$100,000. Northwoods and Haywards will also receive the
doses of vaccine that were stolen from them

Milwukee’s trial, April, 6th,2022

The Smith vs Byrne case
The task was to organize a mock trial, in the
frame of a chapter about new technologies. In
our situation, a man had killed two people
because he fell asleep while driving his car.
The problem was, that the car was supposed to
be autonomous. The goal was to determine
whether the car was responsible or not.
Actually, the car was partly responsible, but the
man who was accused of manslaughter, Mr
Smith, was responsible too, because he had

Is it so tight that the creator
might get destroyed by its
creation ?
not serviced his car for three years, and that is why some
components of the car didn’t work well. The judges decided to
condem Mr Smith to a five years custody including years
suspended. This task allowed us to think about the role of
machines in our lives and the fact that humans had to keep
control over them, because, although they may seem flawless,
they can make mistakes too.
What about the future ?
For sure, what is at stake is to reconcile, through new
legislation, the new challenges raised by artificial intelligence
and the limits that these must be imposed .
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Grade 11

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

Magazine covers
by the Juniors
-1960s
The Grade 11 students of the history and geography Euro section worked
on the USA in the 1960s. We all enjoyed working in groups on this specific
topic.
In teams of four, we chose precise elements of the 60's like the economy,
the way of life, technology, the first steps on the moon, entertainment and
sport. We had to write an article of a magazine like in the 1960s and its front
cover. The task was really interesting and it was hard not to look back at the
magazines of that period to recreate the outside and the inside.

Upcycle your life !
GRADE 10 Physics and chemistry

For this project, we decided to start upcycling,
the new trend of the moment! But what is it ?
The idea is to recoup materials or products that
are no longer used to create objects or products
of superior quality. When we upcycle, we reuse.
The goal is to transform it to a useful object so
that you don't have to throw it away. This
therefore allows us to have a positive impact on
the environment, because we save energy and
the raw materials that are essential in the
manufacturing process of a new object that we
would use if we had not upcycled one.
Here are some pictorial examples; It's up to you
to guess what the original object was! -Paul Creac’h

Alexandre
Thomas
Paul

Upcycle your life !
An old ladder into a beautiful bookshelf !

 Impressive, isn't it? First of all, as you might have guessed, the starting object was an
old wooden ladder (you can also use an iron one, it doesn't matter what material it is,
wood would just be easier to handle). Its dimensions were one and a half metres long
and 50 centimetres large and its rungs were 10 centimetres wide, so once hung on
the wall, the ladder became a bookcase or shelf for books or small objects. In
addition, there are 25 centimetres between each step, so 25 centimetres per storage.
The books can then be classified by literary genre, and decorated with a small green
plant to add some greenery to your living space.
 So, how did we transform it ? The task was rather
easy as the ladder was foldable ! So, the steps were:
- Sand the ladder in order to give the steps a round
appearance;
- Screw the back middle of the ladder;
- Glue the ladder on the wall to avoid making holes;
- If you want you can paint it
- Put all your books on your new bookshelf
- Flowers for a more natural atmosphere
 All you need to have is the creativity to execute such ideas.
Furthermore, it forced us to be ingenious and innovative, and also
dexterous with our hands! Without exaggerating, this project has
awakened us to the benefits of upcycling. Maybe next time we will
think about new techniques to reuse our objects instead of getting rid
of them.

Upcycle your life : from a skate
into a coat hanger
Open your eyes and turn around, you see, the Earth is not the
same. It’s slowly dying and we are its imposters. The sea, the land,
the animals and the trees are suffering from waste and climate
warning so listen: WE HAVE TO ACT ! Simple tricks can have
magical effects. Here’s the thing: upcucle your life. We adapted
upcycling: it’s both recycling and upgrading. Its repurposing a no
longer in use object and creating a new one. Don’t panic start with
simple work instead. You want an example, We can offer you that:
start by dismanteling and cleaning an old skateboard , then, paint
the skate’s wood plank and fix some old hooks on it. Now you have
a cool chic coat hanger in a very simple and efficient way. By trying
such operations you reduce CO2 emissions and the waste on the
planet.
Just let your brilliant imagination take over !
Save the planet, save us !
Elise GREVENT
Alban MADELENAT
Louis MASSON
Nour KHEMIRI

The RagLamp, an upcycled
mindblowing invention!
Since Eva did not use her cheese grater anymore, and in the context
of a creative upcycling challenge, our team brainstormed about the
importance of reusing the grater and its environmental benefits. First,
we felt like transforming the grater into a vintage and trendy lamp. That
way, we stick to the kitchen theme but in a more ornamental approach.
Nevertheless, the idea of turning it into a rag holder was quite tempting…
In order to make each one of us satisfied by our project, we came up
with a groundbreaking invention: the very first Rag Lamp, as we like to
call it!

BEFORE

The creating process is quite simple with only few steps and
material. You only need to turn the object upside down, put garlands in it
and finally hold your rag on it. Overall, we are rather proud of the cheese
grater’s outcome. The ultimate goal is perfectly reached: it’s an easy way
to get the rags that are lying around out of your hair, while subtly
illuminating your kitchen. The added bonus is that it breathes new life
into your interior design! There is no doubt that it will be a lot more
useful than before its transformation!
Ines, Dieu-Linh, Eva, Eugénie.

AFTER

Upcycling, all for the planet !

In order to upcycle on our side, we chose to transform an old bike into a planter. To do this, there were several steps, but before
let’s talk about the necessary equipment. We needed :
- Bike paint
- Plants and potting soil bags
- An empty wine crate and a small rusty watering cane
- A trash bag
- An ivy branch
- Fine wires
- Scissors
- Screws and a screwdriver
- A drill
Now the different steps :
1. We washed the bike completely and after that, we painted it with the color of our choice
2. We turned the empty wine crate into a planter by making it waterproof with the trash bag and making a few holes in it to let the
water from the plantation
3. We filled a small rusty watering can, after washing it, as well as the empty wine crate, with soil for the plants. Then, we added
flowers of all kinds, according to our desires
4. We hung the wine crate on the bike's luggage rack using the fine wires and we repeated the same process with the watering can.
5. We fixed the bike on the fence by driving a screw into the fence on the future place of each wheel of the bike to support them
And here’s the result !🤩🤩
To conclude, if you want to do the same thing than us you can put it a fairy-light to add some fun like here :
However, if you want to do that, it is important to use a solar one because it is better for the planet, don’t forget it ! 😉😉😉😉

Have you ever heard of upcycling ? If not, it is a simple way to
reduce pollution and fight against waste, and as you probably
know we NEED TO REDUCE POLLUTION BECAUSE OUR
PLANET IS DYING AND IF IT DIES, WE TOO. Ok so more
precisely, upcycling is the fact of reuse discarded objects or
material in such a way as to create a product of higher quality or
value than the original, therefore it reduces wastes and is at the
same time accessible to everyone. There are a lot of examples :

Hermine
Noémie
Myriam
Alice

Victor Magnier, Lara Turgut, Jeanne Triquet

Upcycling is the revolution !
Are you too fond of Miel-pops and Chocapics? Your cereal boxes are piling up and you have the laziness
to go to the trash? We have the solution! Choose upcycling! Ecological, economical and fun, it’s the
solution. You can turn empty cereal boxes into super storage for books or magazine doors, just a few
steps. But why recycle cereal boxes into cardboard? Beware of misconceptions! Contrary to popular

belief, cardboard packaging, especially when printed, is not so innocent. The results of a study carried out
by several consumer associations around the world show the presence of toxic chemicals, sometimes at
high levels, that can be found in nature.

So don’t let the Chocapic dog or the Miel-Pops bee and their
friends wander through nature. In addition these storage
boxes are practical and easy to make! Here is a pictorial
tutorial to know how to proceed, it’s up to you to play!

Our work about Upcycling

Adrien
Charles
Théodore
Titouan

First, let us explain what upcycling is. It is the fact of taking something you don’t use anymore (clothes, toys…) and turning it into something new, that will can be use again (furnitures, for
instance). It is pretty different from upcycling, where you don’t control anything: with upcycling, you can do whatever you want by yourself.
When we firstly started working, we talked about the danger threatening the environment, which is mainly caused by human activity. Then, we spoke about upcycling, that can be a
solution, or at least a way to act and give our contribution to the for the protection of nature. Moreover, as we said earlier, it is way easier than recycling, and we can do it ourselves; that is the reason why
our next work was to create an upcycled object by group. To do it, we had many brainstormings: so, after long thinking sequences and debates, we finally decided that we were going to create our own
phone amplifier. And it actually was pretty easy. Firstly, we had to look for the appropriate ingredients. To create our amplifier, we only used two toilet paper rolls, some gift wrap and four foldback
clamps. Then, after cutting into the toilet paper rolls, we created place where you could put your phone, and we covered it with the gift wrap. Finally, we used the foldback clamps to make the amplifier
stand right. And we were quite surprised when we discovered that the amplifier actually worked really well!
The second part of our work was to create a video to promote upcycling and its advantages. It wasn’t that big of a deal, because we already talked about it a lot during the last lessons. Each
one of us recorded an audio in which he talked about upcycling, its benefits for the planet and for the human… Then, thanks to a specialized website, we made our video and showed it to the class, just as
every group did. It was a really interesting work, during which we learned a lot about this easy way to act and protect the environment.

Lucas
Max
Julien

Our creation

About the group :
•
•
•

we have thought a lot to find this idea
The coat hanger’s idea sprung up in our mind by looking throughout our classroom
Indeed, this revolutionary invention took place in the 19th century and it’s become very usual and efficient nowadays

Let’s introduce to you our product which is an IKEA desk lamp that we are not going to use anymore because its broken
•

It doesn’t work actually

And because it doesn’t work it’s a little bit arduous to find a 2nd usefulness of a lamp
Yet we are going to show you that it’s all the same possible.
•

Why did you stop using it?

As I said at the beginning, our desk lamp is broken so it’s difficult to use it as a lamp
And actually, it is not really obvious to find a 2nd utility for an unfunctional light
Before we touch on the current topic which is upcycling I wanted to throw it in the garbage can
But thanks to you we decided to give it a 2nd life as a coat hanger
We shouldn’t forget that nowadays, it’s easy to throw down any unfunctional objects to buy a new one and it’s owing to this vicious circle that plastic waste increases
•

Conclusion

To sum up quickly :
Our group upcycled a broken IKEA desk lamp on an efficient coat hanger
Thanks to this topic all of us learnt to be eco-friendly and respectful in a way and that we seriously already have to avoid wasting

Upcycle your life
We decided to upcycle a sock because it is
an item that everyone uses and which can be
thrown really easily if there are any holes or
if it turns out to be too small. It is therefore
really important to upcycle (or recycle) our
everyday life objects to protect our
environment. An unsignificant action for us
can indeed turn into an essential action for
the planet.

We came up with an innovative way to upcycle the
socks but we are sure there are many other
possibilities to do it. A lot of families have pets so we
transformed the object into a cute clothes and
beanie to protect the dog/cat from being cold. You
only have to cut the end of the sock and the sides
(for the paws) and your dog-sock is ready !

Clarène
Juliette
Emma
Sonia

